
A point Arrayed linearly on X by
parameter A.
(here A=5)

Array on vector bisecting X-Y axis by
parameter B.
(here B=4)

Move points in Z-direction a random
amount with turbidity defined
by parameter C.

Create a single surface from these 
points.

Extract surfaces based on 
the subdivision. Loft between the ground plane and each 

surface to create a field of solids.

Extracting 
Brightness 
Data

Location of component
on the surface extracts
brightness value from the
image, this value is 
remapped and converted 
to an integer, defining 
the number of
surface divisions.

Attractor curve is set-up at top of wall. The
distance between the root point for each 
component and the curve defines the 
maximum distance surfaces can move. Placing
the attractor at the top of the wall causes an increase
in depth of components closer to the bottom. This
promotes sunlight reaching all levels.

Move each surface along Z-axis 
a random amount with max 
possible distance controlled
by attractor data.

Subdivide this surface based 
on input values from the 
selected image.

Low brightness 
/ Low divisions

High brightness 
/ High divisions

Low distance 
/ Low movement

High distance 
/ High movement

Component deployed as low-maintenance garden element at landscape scale.
Uses image data to determine subdivisions of initial surface.

Component deployed as vertical wall planeters at architecture scale.
Uses attractor curve at top of wall to define total extrusion domain.

1 2 3 4

5...

Component Pseudo-Code

Orig
inal

Revisi
on 1

The original component trimmed the edge points before creating maximum sized squares on the grid. Each square was then lofted to a height dependent on the size of the square.

The �rst revision of the component removed the trim, and after elevating each point created a collection of surfaces using adjacent points. The number of surfaces
 was therefore dependent on parameters A and B. Each surface was then move in Z-axis and lofted between it and the plane.
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